Overview

For this small homework we are going to be installing a Fedora Linux Virtual Machine (VM) for use in this class (and potentially others) so you can safely experiment with the Operating System without fear of damaging your main Linux install. See the instructions for the install of the VM at the following link:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=150PkMdfI5A-D_qn-o2C7HbaZSv5WxKoUD1cED0JYmC4

Submission

To obtain credit, submit your homework through backpack as described below.

Change to the directory called hw1 under the CS453 class folder in your backpack repo and place a screenshot of the output of your Fedora VM running under your native OS on your system. Then do the following steps (on your master branch):

```
cd hw1
git add *
git commit -m "Finished hw1"
git push origin master
```